IN-S AMPLE ESTIMATES
The St. Louis equation is the foundation for the small-scale monetarist model associated with the Federal Reserve Bank ofSt. Louis. The nature of the equation (as well as the model) is monetarist because c;rcp growth is determined primarily by the growth of the nominal money stock. Although the equation recognizes and empirically captures the short-run eflbcts of stimulative fiscal actions, previous rerAl to'is at i ye specifications of the St. Lon is m~nation provide other Irais seworks in wh icli the role of fiscal actions cos mId Ise te steci. Our p i-pose, however, is not to test for the inspact of fiscal action a cs-osa a broad c-lass of inode Is, is rat to locus atten ti oil oh the widely rccogIn red St. Li In is sp ocfIi cation -An alternative spcc i ficati or is nay-hc loon cl iii John A. Tatons, ' Energy Prices an ci Sho it11cm n Eeononsfe Pc rIorinance,' this Re :1 crc I)an!sarv 1981), pp :3-17.
See, for exan ipie, Lcoijail CAn do s-sen ancl Je ri 1 -Jordan. The lag patterns for the fiscal variables, in contrast, do not compare as well to previously reported findings. When compared with the results for other sample periods, the magnitude ofthe individual lag coefficients and their significance change dramatically for the fiscal variables. Indeed, it appears that, in addition to having no lasting impact on GNP growth, the fiscal variables exert no significant effect in any quarter. Although econometric difficulties preclude a finn conclusion based on the significance of individual lag estimates, the sensitivity of estimates of the fiscal measures over different sample periods suggests that a GNP-fiscal actions link is dubious. To further examine this issue, three alternative equations were estimated. These equations isolate the relative explanatory powers of the money and fiscal variables on GNP growth. Estimates from these specifications also are reported in table 1. 
N-I onetat-v ancl~i seal
:~~c
.a- in answer this question, one need only-examine the reported t-statistic for the relevant summed variables. For example, equations A and B indicate that adding the fiscal variables to the GNP nione regression does not significantly improve the explanatory power: The t-statistics for the respective ie~sare not greater than normally acceptable critical values. These results indicate that, once the influence of money growth is accounted for, the addition of the fiscal variables does not statistically improve the explanation of GNF growth. These res ults further point to the statistical dominance of money growth over either fiscal measure in explaining changes in GNP growth.
ST'ABIL :%\Tf) (~AUS A! ITY TESTS
The results of two additional statistical tests are reported in this section. The first test examines the stability properties of the alternative specifications reported in table 1. The second test provides some evidence about the causal ordering of the monetary and fiscal variables with respect to GNP growth.
To test the temporal stability of the equations presented in table 1, the I/1960-IV/i980 sample period was split at 11/1970 (the mid-point of the s~nnple)and the Chow test was applied. The test TI c reader iii av note tls at equation c, the specification Cii 11)1oy -iag mdv the mones-growth variahle, is not l,csct by the piohleuss of serial correlation. This, along with the textual Cvicli'ncc,s Iroil gIv suggests that the us isspecification pro 1 )lens s aflcc-t only the regressions of' CNP growth on fiscal variables. resultsar e reported in table 2J°T he Chow test results indicate that the stability livpothes is is rejected on/y fbr the regress ions of CNP growth on the two fiscal variables, that is, equations I) and F:: The calculated F-statistics exceed the relevant 5 percent critical value. The calculated F-statistics for the equations that include money growth or use money grosvth alone to explain CN P growth indicate that they provide structurally stable parameter estimates across the 1/1960-TV/i 980 period. These findings impl v that the relationship between GN P growth an c 1 money growth has remained cc lativel v stable across the 20-year sample period. On the other hand, they suggest that the effects of fiscal actions on GNP growth are uncertain and may be quite cliffbrent across econom ic e us ironments. cally different from zero. Conversely, unidisectional causation from Y to X exists if the set of lagged X surplus sariable (AHEGS), indicates that unidlireccoefficients in equation 2 is not statistically different tional causation hom GNP gro\%th to clsanges in the from zero and the set of lagged Ys in equation 3 is surplus measure cannot be ieject d. statistically non-zero as a group. Feediback is suggested when the sets of X and! Y coefficients are statistically significant from zero in both equations 2 andi 3. Independence occurs when the sets ofX and Y coefficients are not significant in equations 2 audi 3.
To summarize, the statistical eyidence suggests that money-growth causes GNP growth. The findings presented here provi die no empirical support for the reverse catisation argument. The evidence about the relationship between fiscal measures -and GNP growth, however, suggests that GNP causes fiscal actions, This is true specificall)' for the surplus sneasure; the outcome for tlse expenditures variable indicates no causal relationship hs either clirectioss (indlependience). These fine!-ings indicate tlsat there is no re/table relationship isetween CNP growtls andl tlse fiscal measures used! its this article, The precedling Chow test results support this conclusion by showing that only the relatiomsship between money and GNP is statistically stable across the entire sample period. well, on average, to use only money growth to predict future GNP growths as using nsoisey growths and eitlser of the two fiscal policy measures exansined in this article.
CONCLU~ION
Thsis paper has re-exansimsed tlse role offiscal policy fis tlse cosstext of the St. Louis equation, The results are broadly consistent witls previous findings. Specificallv, fiscal actions exert sseitlser a significant nor lasting impact on the growth of GNP.
Augnsenting previous work, Isower-er, the results Isere provide furtlser evidence against tise reliance on fiscal policy nseasures tc) explaims movements in GNP. Tlsree conclusions can he drawn frosss these test results: Tbse fiscal policy isseasures 1) do not sigssificantly isscrease tlse explanatory-power or forecasting ability of an eqtmatioss that already-isscorporates money growths; 2) elo not exbsihit stable statistical relationslsips witls GNP growtls; asse! 3) are not exogenous with respect to GNP growth. TIse cvideuce suggests tlsat fiscal actions are imseffective for stabilization purposes. Moreos-er, tlse results add increasing stattmre to the use of nsossetar policy as a tool us stabilizing fluctuations in ecomsomicactis-ity, Cumup an is g time us calm lorec-mcsts gem i crated liv tisc tw is B Semil d'd~iist-tmous yielded a t-statistie csl --0.19. Errors are actual lea predicted and are calculated for the Iou quarters following the sample period
